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1. Introduction 

Frameless reinforced concrete residential buildings 

and offices from 5 to I 6 stories can be constructed 

with cast-in-situ walls and girderless floors. Thickness 

of interior plane walls and floors of load-carrying fra

me type multistory panel systems are about 200 mm. 

In many cases it is rational to use thin precast reinfor

ced concrete slabs as residual moulds and ceiling mem

bers for casting floors. Such slabs provide some tech

nological advantages in concrete works. It is reason

able also to form hollows in cast-in-situ floor concrete 

and at the same to make them lighter and suitable for 

engineering communication installations inside a cast

in-situ structure [I]. 

Cast-in-situ concrete ensures the rigidity of frame 

type panel system joints and the possibility to transmit 

all action effects of floor and wall members to the 

system foundations. Therefore, a low-depth floor struc

ture must be sufficiently strong and stiff under action 

effects caused by gravity and horizontal forces. Of spe

cial interest is the failure behaviour and adhesiveness 

between lower precast and upper cast-in-situ slab conc

rete of composite floor structure. 

The main points of investigations presented below are: 

- to research the unity of stay-in-place precast slabs 

and cast-in-situ concrete of flexural floor structures and 

measures ensuring their adherence in ultimate limit state; 

- to assess failure performance of composite mul-

tihollow slabs as floor flexural members of multi-sto

rey buildings exposed to gravity and lateral loading. 

The deflection of composite multihollow slabs in 

the case of large spans was not under consideration, as 

the main purpose of research on the composite multi

hollow slabs was an analysis of cracking and failure 

performances and the strength behaviour of structures 

in wall-slab connection on the faces of joint core zone. 

2. Test specimens 

Seven composite multihollow specimens designed 

and casted by author [2] allowed to investigate the be

haviour of slabs at their support zones under low-cyc

lic quasi-static loading (Fig I). The cantilever floor 

structural fragments were of the natural cross-section 

size. Composite slab depth was of 200 mm (depth of 

precast slab in composite flooring was 60 mm), length 

of cantilever part of slab was I I 00 mm (loading arm 

of 1000 mm), support length of 200 mm (the same as 

the wall thickness in panel-type buildings) and additio

nal length to ensure reinforcement adhesion at the sup

port of 200 mm. Total composite slab length was 

1500 mm. The hollows in the in-situ concrete part of 

composite slabs were formed by <p 76 mm plastic pi

pes. 

High-early strength cement and coarse aggregate 

were used for concrete mixes. The compression strength 

of the concrete for precast and in-situ parts of compo

site slabs, respectively, was fcp = 30 MPa and 

fc = 24 MPa. The yield strength of main longitudinal 

<p 16 mm bars was fr = 380 MPa. Joint stirrups, she

ar and precast slab reinforcement were made from <p 6 

mm bars with yield strength fv = 385 MPa. Welded 

meshes made from <p 3 mm wires were used avoiding 

shrinkage cracks in the top of in situ-slabs. 

Precast slabs were cast beforehand and were of 

four types: the plane concrete surface (Sl and S2), the 

concrete shear cotter (S3), the joint stirrups in the long 

(passed through the support part S4) and short (S5, S6 

and S7) precast slabs. Topping concrete layer was cas

ted on the precast slabs as the bottom moulds after the 

reinforcement and plastic pipes for the hollow arrange

ment were set. 

Slab specimen S4 with long precast slab was used 

to clarify the role of the precast slab reinforcement on 
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Fig 1. Outline (a) and cross-sections (b, c, d) of test composite multihollow slabs 

the behaviour and ultimate bearing capacity of the 

flexural member in case of its anchorage in the joint 

zone. 

With the aim of making acquaintance with the com

posite slab cracking and failure performance and the 

influence on the stress-strain behaviour in wall-slab con

nection joint core area, composite slab support and lo

ading conditions were identical to those in actual struc

tural members. 

Special equipment with an actuator (Fig 2) was 

used by author for loading specimens by twelve-cycle 

and increasing in course of test forces. One slab end 

was connected with an actuator and another one was 

fastened between two box-shape steel supports. The pre

cast slab support length was 30 mm (only for the spe

cimen S-4 precast slab passed through the steel sup

ports and its length was 200 mm). Specimens were 

subjected to one direction monotonous backward 

loading (tensile stress generated in the upper part of 

cast-in-situ slab) or reversal cyclic loading. 

The loading of specimens was provided by the 

displacement control of test slab rotations (Fig 3). 

Fig 2. Special equipment with an actuator for specimens loading 
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Fig 3. Loading scheme (a) and program (b) of composite slab specimens 

Composite slab specimens under one-directional mono

tonous loading (S-2 and S-6) were subjected to maxi

mum loading point displacement of 120 mm only in 

backward (+) direction. For composite slabs, which were 

subjected to the reversal lateral load (S-1, S-3, S-4, S-

5 and S-7) from the 3rd cycle, the specimen was ef

fected by the same displacement at the loading point 

repeatedly in both reversal directions. Load intensity, 

slab deflections, strains of in-situ concrete, reinforce

ment longitudinal bars and joint stirrups, and sleeps 

between precast and in-situ concrete parts of slabs we

re measured. All measurement instruments were con

nected with the computing logger and received by the 

personal computers. 

3. Test results 

At the forward loading of the test specimens the 

precast members were in the compressive zone of slabs. 

At the backward loading these members were under 

tension. As the support depth of the precast slabs was 

only 30 mm, they did not accept tension forces acting 

on joint core faces. Therefore, the effective depth of 

composite slabs was d 1 = h1 -c, if they were in com

pression zone and d 2 = h2 - c , if precast members were 

in tensile zone. The ratio d 1 I d 2 is close to the flex

ural moments M1 I M 2 caused by gravity and lateral 

forces at side faces of slab-wall joints of multi-storey 

panel buildings. 

Only small slip deformations were observed bet

ween precast and in-situ concrete surfaces until the com

posite slab flexural strength was reached. However, in 

the presence of the initial concrete shrinkage cracks 

composite slab flexural strength was reached. 
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However, in the presence of the initial concrete shrin

kage cracks around the attachment zone (initial cracks 

were observed in specimens S-2, S-4, and S-6), adhe

sion between cast-in-place and precast slabs was so

mewhat weaker and it could influence the ultimate be

aring capacity for specimens without joint stirrups. At 

the backward loading, when the precast slab reinforce

ment received compressive stress, precast slab concrete 

compression failure at the support was observed. And 

it was believed that the displacement between slabs in 

this case could be initiated. However, at the forward 

loading a crack in the precast slab edge at the support 

developed in all specimens. Besides, at high rotational 

displacement both slabs with cotter attachment worked 

jointly without considerable slip. The largest relative 

displacement at the flexural strength arose in the dis

tance of the 35 ... 50 mm from composite slab support 

for the specimens with plane concrete surface and conc

rete shear cotters when some longitudinal cracks bet

ween precast and cast-in-situ slab parts were develo

ped. There were no considerable differences in the sha

pe of hysteresis loops and final cracking patterns among 

all specimen type (Fig 4). The joint stirrups did not 

influence the strain performance in the main longitudi

nal reinforcement. At ultimate loading state the tensile 

and compression reinforcement bars behaved in yield 

and elastic conditions, respectively. 

The test data and results presented in Table I con

fim1ed the structural perfom1ances of composite multi

hollow slabs. The theoretical values of ultimate shear 

forces were expressed by the formula: 

Vu,ca! = Mu.cal I I= mbd2 fc I I (!) 



Cracking and ultimate strength of composite multihollow slabs 

Type Surface of precast Reinforc- Cracking 
of slab ement of force, 

slabs in-situ ~,.(kN] 
slabs 

vli,Obs 

S1 Plain concrete Double 9.9 32.5 

S2 Plain concrete Double 9.4 -

S3 
With cotter 

Double 9.7 36.0 
attachment 

S4 With joint stirrups Double 9.4 46.7 

S5 With joint stirrups Double 10.7 34.5 

S6 With joint stirrups Double 10.1 -

S7 With joint stirrups Single 8.35 46.7 

where the flexural strength of doubly reinforced conc

rete section Mu.cal was calculated by recommendations 

of the Architectural Institute of Japan [3]. 

4. Safety assessment 

The probability distributions of flexural member 

resistance R pr = M pr by (1) is close to the nonnal or 

lognormal laws. The bending moments M g and M q 

caused by permanent and long duration live loads, res

pectively, also obey these distribution laws. Thus, the 

normal probability distribution law is acceptable for the 

cumulative function of random vectors 

(2) 

as the conventional resistance in bending of design 

members. 

Composite Slab p , " • r 1 Specimen 

S-4 

-· 
·• 
-!0' 

Ultimate force V:,, [kN] 

Forward loading Backward loading 

V,t,ohs ~~t.O!JS 
vu,cal ~t.ohs vu,cal --

~t.cal ~t.ca! 

40.1 0.81 66.4 64.4 0.97 

- - 74.4 66.8 1.11 

38.8 0.93 65.4 60.8 1.07 

45.2 1.03 67.1 61.3 1.09 

38.9 0.89 70.5 62.3 1.13 

- - 60.8 63.0 0.97 

45.2 1.03 26.9 24.1 1.11 

The probability distribution curves of reiterated 

transient bending moment M w caused by stochastical

ly independent accidental horizontal or gravity forces 

differ from the normal law considerably. Usually, the 

probability distribution of extreme accidental action ef

fects obeys the extreme distribution law of the Type I 

[4, 5]. 

A failure of slabs on dangerous sections belonging 

to floor and wall joint faces may occur due to nature 

uncertainties of basic variables of action, material and 

geometrical properties of members together with uncer

tainties of design mechanical models as they are re

commended by International Standard ISO 2394 [6]. 

Therefore, the performance function of continuous mul

tihollow floor slabs can be written in the form: 

Z = ~RR1,. -~wM 11 = (~prRpr -~gM g -~qMq )-~wMw 
(3) 

Composite Slab P ' • .. " Specimen 

S-5 

·I 

·• 
-·· 

Fig 4. Hysteresis loops for slab load versus rotation angle for specimens S-4 and S-5 
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where ~pr, ~g, ~q and ~w are the factors of me

chanical model uncertainties of slab resistance Rpr and 

action effects M g, M q and M 11., respectively. 

According to recommendations [7-9], the means 

and standard deviations of probability distribution of 

modelling uncertainty factor for flexural members re

sistance and moments can be evaluated by the values 

~m = 1 and 8~"" 0,1 . Thus, the statistical parameters 

(means and variances) of the components of slab per

formance function by (2) can be expressed by the va

lues: 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

2 2 fs: 2 s: 2 ~ ) 
0' Mw =Mwm\0 Mw +o ~w (7) 

where 8R pr, 8M g, 8M q and Mfw are the coeffi

cients of variation of probability distribution of slab 

performance function components due to uncertainties 

of basic variables. It must be called an attention that 

for multihollow slabs the variability in dimensions has 

a significant effect on statistical parameters of their re

sistance in flexure. 

Fig 5. Model for calculation of the slab safety index 

P{T ~ tr} by (8) 

The conventional member resistance ~RRw can be 

presented as a stationary random process. Therefore, 

according to the model presented in the Fig 5, the long 

duration safety index of floor slabs at dangerous sec

tions can be calculated by the formula: 

P{T;:: tr}= 

= P{~RRw > ~\Jw }r =I g~RRw ( R)G~11F11 ( R )dR · (8) 
() 

Here T is the lifetime of a slab till its failure as 

a random variable; tr is the preset service duration 

time of a building; 

(9) 

is the probability density function of the slab conven

tional resistance ~RRw, where R11• is by (2) and 

G~"M"(R)=expJ-rexp[ M1''"(~-R ) 0.5776Jl 1 0.7794cr ~\1.M 1, 
(10) 

is the probability distribution function of the bending 

moment ~wM w caused by accidental horizontal or gra

vity forces the reiteration number of which in course 

of slab service life is r. 

The slab safety index by (8) may be computed by 

numerical integration and Monte-Carlo simulation met

hods and must be no less than specified degree of struc

tural safety. 

5. Conclusions 

I. Composite plane continuous multihollow con

crete floors with stay-in-place precast mould slabs are 

to be used in erection of multi-storey cast-in-situ build

mgs. 

2. Joint stirrups guarantee good adherence of pre

cast and cast-in-situ concrete parts of t1oors in flexural 

failure. 

3. Structural safety of continuous slabs of frame 

type panel systems can be assess by the probabilistic 

index (8) based on the normal distribution law of a 

multi-component vector of long duration variables and 

on the extreme distribution law of the Type I of reit

erated transient actions. 
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KOMPLEKSINES DAUGIAKIAURYMES PLOKSTES 
GELZBETONINIUOSE DAUGIAAUKSCIUOSE 
PASTATUOSE 

Alg. Kudzys 

Santrauka 

Nagrinejama galimybe daugiaaukscil! pastall! monolitines 

perdangas irengti is kompleksiniq gelzbetoniniq ploksciq, vie

toj klojiniq naudojant gamyklines plonas plokstes. Mazacikli

ne kartotine ir vienos krypties apkrova eksperimentiskai istirta 

septyniq kompleksiniq ploksciq darbo geba ir stiprumas. Ban

dymams buvo naudotos trijq skirtingl! is anksto gamykloje 

isbetonuoll! nenuardomq klojinil! vaidmeni turincios atlikti 

plokstes. Jq sanduros su monolitiniu betonu pavirsiai buvo 

lygus, su betoniniais kamsteliais ir su plieninemis kilpomis. 

Sukloti ant klojinil! plastikiniai vamzdziai leido suforrnuoti 

daugiatustym~ perdangos plokst~. Natiiralaus didumo komp

leksiniq perdangq eksperimentiniq bandyml! rezultatai sugreti

nami su jungties stiprumo skaiciavimais. 

Analizuojant kompleksiniq ploksciq patikimum'l, patei

kiamas praktiskas metodas nekarpyll!.il! perdangos ploksciq ti

kimybiniam saugiui ivertinti. Skaiciuojant atsizvelgiama i skir

tingus ilgalaikiq ir trumpalaikiq kartotinil! sistemas jegq skirs

tinius bei i mechaniniq modeliq neapibreztumus. 
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